
Abstract—Evolutionary  optimization  algorithms  and  their

hybrid  forms  have  become  popular  for  solving  multimodal

complex problems which are very difficult  to  solve by tradi-

tional methods in the recent years. In the literature, many hy-

brid algorithms are proposed in order to achieve a better per-

formance than the well-known evolutionary optimization meth-

ods being used alone by combining their features for balancing

the exploration and exploitation goals of the optimization algo-

rithms.   This  paper proposes a novel  hybrid algorithm com-

posed of Differential Evolution algorithm, Particle Swarm Op-

timization algorithm and Harmony Search algorithm which is

called HDPH. The proposed algorithm is compared with these

three algorithms on the basis of solution quality and robust-

ness.  Numerical  results  based on several  well-studied bench-

mark functions  have  shown that  HDPH has  a good solution

quality with high robustness. Also, in HDPH all parameters are

randomized  which prevents  the  disadvantage  of  selecting  all

possible combination of parameter values in the selected ranges

and of finding the best value set by parameter tuning.

I. INTRODUCTION

N RECENT years,  many  different  optimization  tech-
niques have been proposed for solving the complex, mul-

timodal  functions  in  several  fields  [1-4].  Some  of  the
well-known optimization algorithms are the Genetic Algo-
rithm (GA), Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) algorithm,
Ant  Colony  Optimization  (ACO)  algorithm,  Differential
Evolution (DE) algorithm, and Harmony Search (HS) algo-
rithm. These algorithms are used in various fields by many
researchers  to  obtain  the  optimum value  of  the  problems
[5-10].  Each optimization algorithm uses different proper-
ties to keep a balance between the exploration and exploita-
tion goals which can be a key for the success of an algo-
rithm.  Exploration attribute of an algorithm enables the al-
gorithm to test  several  areas  in the search space.  On the
other hand, exploitation attribute makes the algorithm focus
the search around the possible candidates. Although the opti-
mization algorithms have positive characteristics, it is shown
that these algorithms do not always perform as well as it is
desired [11]. Because of this, hybrid algorithms are growing
area of interest since their solution quality can be made bet-
ter than the algorithms that form them by combining their
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desirable features. Hybridization is simply the combination
of two or more techniques in order to outperform their per-
formances by the use of their good properties together. Hy-
bridization has been done in several different ways in the lit-
erature and it is observed that the new hybridization tech-
niques  are  very  efficient  and  effective  for  optimization
[11-16]. 

A novel hybrid algorithm proposed in this paper is called
HDPH and it is a combination of three well known evolu-
tionary algorithms, namely Differential Evolution (DE) algo-
rithm,  Particle  Swarm Optimization  (PSO)  algorithm,  and
Harmony Search (HS) algorithm. It merges the general oper-
ators of each algorithm recursively. This achieves both good
exploration and exploitation in HDPH without altering their
individual properties.

HDPH is compared with the three algorithms that form it
on the basis of the solution quality and the robustness on
random initialization of a solution set. The set of well stud-
ied benchmark functions which are Multimodal (M)/Separa-
ble (S)  or  Multimodal  (M)/Non-separable(N) are  used  for
the evaluation.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows; Section II
describes  the  HDPH algorithm that  is  proposed  in  detail.
Section  III  presents  the  performances  of  the  hybrid  algo-
rithm and the algorithms that generate it together and also
our discussions. In the last section, Section IV, the conclud-
ing remarks of the paper are given.

HDPH ALGORITHM

In the literature,  many different ways of combining the
well-known algorithms are performed to obtain more power-
ful optimization algorithms [11-16]. The main aim of the hy-
bridization is  to  use  different  properties  of  different  algo-
rithms to improve the solution quality.

Among the well-known algorithms, DE, PSO and HS al-
gorithms  are  the  three  algorithms  that  are  used  in  many
fields by researchers and these algorithms are proven to be
very powerful optimization tools [5-8]. Each algorithm has
different  strong features.   As  an example,  DE usually re-
quires less computational time and also has better approxi-
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mation of solutions for most of the problems. PSO generally
avoids the solution from trapping into local minima by using
its diversity. HS on the other hand, is an efficient algorithm
that has a very good performance on different applications.

HDPH uses the operators of these three algorithms with
randomly selected parameters consecutively and by not al-
tering their properties. The new candidate set, obtained by
each algorithm, is used as a new solution set for the other al-
gorithm. Fig.1 shows the HDPH algorithm in the form of a
flowchart which demonstrates the main steps of the process.

The summarized steps of HDPH can be given as follows:
Step 1. Generation of the candidate population with given

dimensions: Initialize the candidate population Xi,j in a given
range. 

Step 2. Crossover and mutation operators of DE: The mu-
tation and crossover operators are applied to find the better
approximation to a solution by using (1), (2), and (3). 

The mutant  vector  Vij is  calculated as  corresponding to
each member in population using (1) where  a, b,  and c are
distinct numbers. Mutant vector  Vij is crossoverred with  Xij

and trial vector Uij is generated by using (2) where rj is a uni-
formly distributed number for each jth parameter of Xi. Also,
F and CR are the main control parameters of DE.
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Selection  process  determines  Uij  to  survive  to  the  next
generation by using (3).

Step 3.  Particle movement by PSO: The randomly selected
parameters are applied on the velocities by using (4). When
a better solution is being discovered, all particles improve
their positions by using (5). This movement avoids the parti-
cles to be trapped to the local minima by increasing the di-
versity of solution.  Vij refers to the velocity values and for
each row is calculated according to the control parameters
c1, c2,  and w by using (4).  globalbest  is the best position ob-
tained by any particle and Pbest is the personal best of a parti-
cle. Xij refers to current positions of a particle and can be up-
dated by using (5) for each row.

TABLE I
MULTIMODAL-SEPARABLE AND MULTIMODAL-NON-SEPARABLE

BENCHMARK FUNCTIONS

Fig. 1.Flowchart of HDPH
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Step 4.  Choosing a neighboring value by HS:  HS can
search in different zones of the search space by using the
control parameters that are  hmcr, par  and fw. With a given
probability of  hmcr, a value is selected from the candidate
population.  With a given probability of 1-hmcr,  a  random
candidate is  generated in the given range.  The population
can have non-updated candidates to keep the diversity in the
population with a given probability of 1-par. With a given
probability of  par, the candidates are updated by applying

(6) where rand() is a random number ∈ (-1,1). 
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Step 5. Consecutively Step 2, Step 3, and Step 4 are ap-
plied.  

The algorithm is performed until the termination criterion
is not satisfied. Elitism is included in HDPH by keeping the
best solution at the end of each iteration.

III. NUMERICAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

The proposed hybrid algorithm HDPH is tested using 10
well known benchmark functions with different characteris-
tics and is compared for the solution quality and robustness
for random initialization of the population with the three al-
gorithms used to form it. The benchmark functions are se-
lected  as  Multimodal  (M)/Separable  (S)  and  Multimodal
(M)/Non-separable (N). These benchmark functions are pre-
sented in Table I.  The population size for the functions is
fixed to 100 for all algorithms. 

The two control parameters of DE algorithm which are F

and CR are selected from the sets given as follows; F ∈

{0.3, 0.5, 0.7, 0.8, 0.9, 1.2, 1.4} and CR ∈ {0.1, 0.2, 0.4,
0.6, 0.8, 0.9}. The three control parameters that are used in
PSO algorithm are selected from the sets as given; c1 and c2

∈  {0.3, 0.6, 0.9, 1.2, 1.5, 1.8}, and  w ∈ {0.4, 0.5,
0.6, 0.7, 0.8, 0.9}. For the HS algorithm, the control parame-
ters called  hmcr and  par are selected from the sets as fol-

lows;  hmcr ∈ {0.7,  0.8,  0.9,  0.93,  0.96,  0.98} and  par

∈  {0.01, 0.02, 0.05, 0.1, 0.2}. The control parameter fw
is adjusted as 0.01, 0.05, 0.1, and 0.2 times the upper bound
of each function in HS. Each possible combination of con-
trol parameters is selected and each selection is run for 20
times for each algorithm. The selected parameter ranges are
chosen similar to the commonly used ranges in the literature.
For each function, the control parameter values that are clos-
est to the optimum solution are selected and the function is

further evaluated around these selected control parameters.
By doing this, we try to achieve a good parameter tuning.  

 For the HDPH model, instead of selecting the eight con-
trol parameters discretely from the sets used for three algo-
rithms,  they  are  selected  randomly  from  the  parameter
ranges that are formed by selecting the minimum and maxi-
mum elements of each parameter set as the lower and upper
bounds of the ranges for these parameters respectively. This
is done because it would have been very difficult to test all
possible combination of parameter values otherwise.  The re-
sults are obtained only by running the hybrid model for 20
times.

In Tables II and III, the performances of these algorithms
over 10000 function evaluations are shown. For each algo-
rithm, the best value (BestVal), the average (Avg) of the 20
runs for the selected best value parameters and the standard
deviations (Stdev) are shown.  In  case that there are more
than one control parameter values that give the best value,
the one that has a closer average to the optimal value and
smaller standard deviation is chosen.

The results that are obtained for the selected MS functions
are  shown  in  Table  II.   The  best  values  obtained  using
HDPH, except Rastrigin function, are either better or similar
to the best values obtained by the other three algorithms. The
standard deviations and the averages of HDPH for Schwefel
and  Michalewicz10 functions  are  substantially  better  than
the other three algorithms. However, for the Rastrigin func-
tion, the standard deviation and the average of HS algorithm
are better than HDPH and for the Booth function, all three
algorithms have a better standard deviation values compared
to HDPH.

In Table III,  the results for MN functions are tabulated.
For Griewank, Ackley, and Penalized functions, the best val-
ues obtained using HDPH outperform the other three algo-
rithms.  For these three functions, when both the average and
standard deviation values are taken into consideration, the
HDPH gives  better  results  than  DE and  PSO algorithms.
When it is compared by the HS algorithm, except Ackley
function which gives similar results, HDPH is again better
than HS algorithm. For the Schaffer, Six Hump Camel Back
and Shubert functions, both the best values and standard de-
viations are comparable for all four algorithms. 

It  can  be  seen  from  the  results  that  HDPH  generally
worked as good as or sometimes better than other three algo-
rithms in terms of solution quality and robustness.  This is
achieved by running the HDPH algorithm only 20 times. For
the other three algorithms, the tabulated results are obtained
by running the programs 20 times for all possible combina-
tions of parameters, finding the parameter set that gives the
best performance, making a parameter tuning around those
values and using those parameters that has achieved the best
performance. This point is a verification of the good perfor-
mance of HDPH algorithm.
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IV. CONCLUSION 

In this work, the new hybrid algorithm, called HDPH, is 

proposed to achieve a robust algorithm with a good solution 

quality by combining the three well-known algorithms, DE, 

PSO and HS. The performances of chosen algorithms are 

based on the parameter selection. Therefore, all combination 

of parameter values are tested for each function for all three 

algorithms and the results that are tabulated are selected as 

the best values obtained through all possible trials. However, 

in the HDPH algorithm the parameters are chosen randomly 

in the given ranges which make the algorithm easier to 

implement. Even with this kind of simplification in HDPH 

algorithm, the good performance is verified. Also, the 

experimental results have shown that, when both solution 

quality and robustness of an algorithm are taken into 

consideration, in most of the test functions, HDPH is more  

 

 

 

 

robust than the other three algorithms. At the same time,  

HDPH, for many functions analyzed, has similar or even 

better solution quality than the three algorithms that 

composes it. Hence, the proposed hybrid algorithm, HDPH, 

makes use of the features of the three algorithms and has 

similar or better solution quality with high robustness to 

random initialization of the population. 
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TABLE II 

RESULTS FOR MULTIMODAL-SEPARABLE FUNCTIONS 

 
Function 

MS 

Values HDPH DE PSO HS 

 

Booth 

Avg 0.0001 1.37E-25 0 3.36E-07 

Stdev 0.0007 1.80E-25 0 5.02E-07 

BestVal 0 2.41E-27 0 1.27E-08 

 

Rastrigin 

Avg 36.18 137.899 46.3655 18.1256 

Stdev 14.203 6.68121 17.416 3.41769 

BestVal 21.82 126.013 19.0816 12.7443 

 

Schwefel 

Avg -12567.6 -7485.74 -8531.08 -12554.6 

Stdev 2.5759 270.62 949.247 28.8299 

BestVal -12569.5 -8128.58 -10353.9 -12566.1 

 

Micha10 

Avg -9.65918 -9.13592 -8.00576 -9.6111 

Stdev 0.0025 0.11902 0.93836 0.05591 

BestVal -9.66015 -9.31606 -9.65524 -9.66004 

TABLE III 

RESULTS FOR MULTIMODAL-NON-SEPARABLE  FUNCTIONS 

 
Function 

MN 
Values HDPH DE PSO HS 

Schaffer 

Avg 0.007923 0.00107 0.00250 0.00923 

Stdev 0.003701 0.00088 0.00428 0.00217 

BestVal 0 7.80E-05 0 1.85E-06 

Six Hump 

Camel 

Back 

Avg -1.03163 -1.03163 -1.03163 -1.03163 

Stdev   0   0   0 3.66E-06 

BestVal -1.03163 -1.03163 -1.03163 -1.03163 

Shubert 

Avg -186.722 -185.624 -186.729 -186.727 

Stdev 0.026154 1.40940 0.00959 0.00438 

BestVal -186.731 -186.703 -186.731 -186.731 

Griewank 

 

 

Avg 0.045248 1.53190 0.39352 1.04977 

Stdev 0.071979 0.19544 0.31861 0.0222 

BestVal 0.000208 1.29684 0.05316 1.00414 

Ackley 

Avg 0.885152 16.7758 2.86698 1.09805 

Stdev 0.594669 0.75719 1.01934 0.29879 

BestVal 0.007775 15.1746 0.65150 0.56317 

Penalized 

Avg 0.031359 5.08107 4.36306 0.29210 

Stdev 0.056563 2.13136 2.94708 0.24432 

BestVal 3.59E-06 2.79334 0.37862 0.04269 
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